
Planet Dragon 2 A 
 

Have you ever wondered what planet dragon 2 A looks like and what lives 

there? Well here you can find out more on this fantastic world. 

This amazing world orbits the Red Super Giant it also approximately 10 

moons so in the sky you can see illuminous moons. Where you look from 

Earth, you can’t see it. It is in a different galaxy called Dragosaur. Earth 

and Planet Dragon 2 A are 3millon light years away. This world takes a 

year to orbit its sun. (365 days in a year) Also it is nearly up right on its 

axis and it takes 2 MONTHS in a season so there is 6 seasons in a year.  

Appearance and terrain 

Its appearance and terrain is incredible I suggest you read on. Because it 

is so big, it has a diameter of 1millon (is this amazing) so it is the biggest 

cipher planet in its galaxy. The planet is not calm at all (which is mostly 

due to volcanoes) because there is no place that is calm. Its colours are 

black, which are black trees, red and finally blue. The blue is lakes to die 

in (some you can drink from.) Plus the blood-ish red is lava and a bit of it is 

mixed in a lake with deadly poison and it has a flat crunchy surface. This 

planet has a huge ring that is bigger than Saturn’s ring it is also visible 

from the north and the east and invisible in the south and west. 

Climate and atmosphere 

The planet’s temperature may be 11 to 20 degrees warm. In addition, it is 

also in the goldilocks zone (which means it not to hot or too cold) it is like 

Earth because it is in the goldilocks zone as well so they can sustain life. 

(We will talk about that in a bit) It has a thick atmosphere for creatures 

that can fly. It rains lava and acid on two island lava killer is lava and acid 

death is acid. These island can kill you cause of the weather so don’t land 

here. 

 

 

 

 

 

A island covered in bones. 



Life on planet 

This planet is inhabited by dangerous creatures that can kill you. They are 

…..Evil dragons, which must be 

avoided at all times, they are 

called DOOM WINGS. They have 

eyes, which are red like blood 

and yellow like deserts of death, 

for the thirst of blood and filled 

with hatred. Their wings are as 

red as demon’s eyes and when 

they fly they looked injured aren’t 

at all. They have 2 massive fangs 

that suck…….blood they suck are blood as well not just small creatures. 

They live on Dinogon Island that is filled with bones that’s what makes it 

look like a graveyard. They eat anything that lands on their island 

accepted their family, friends and enemies they kill animal and humans. 

Eventually, when you look at a tree for too long you will be hypnotise by 

the black tree’s leafs. Doom Wings have great echo location from their 

horns. Spikes so if there is something bigger than it can defend its self. 

They are even bigger than a house and the same size as a T-rex. 

Interesting Facts 

 This planet was discovered in 2018 3rd of May by Mrs Amarie Dragon 

Ashworth. 

 Its the furthest planet away. 

  We have sent others they have 

not come back so we think they 

are dead but not Mrs Amarie 

Ashworth. 

 It is the death planet but they will 

kill every human and others planet 

will be at war. 

I hope you feel are feeling luck that you live on Earth / home instead of 

living on Planet Dragon 2 A. And it answered all your question so this all 

you need to know on this planet. Now bye. 

 

By Amarie  

 


